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DamageInvestigationon StructureUsing LaserDoppler
Vibrometer (f-nV ) , Time Domain SystemIdentifjcation
Algorithm and Model StrainEnergy (MSE )
Nathan CHRISTIANTO*and Takcto UOMOTO**

l.

Introduction

In recent years, civil engineers are giving much attention and
concem on durability of structures.As the matter of fact, many of

Recorded Data on Undamaged Shucture
(early strength record before damage)

the structures are ageing and due to some improper method of
working during construction period, each structure is having partial deterioration level in the sense that there are differences in
level of deterioration in each part of a structurethat somemay col-

Recorded Data on Damaged Structure
(after years of service life)

lapsefirst and followed by the others in sequence'Then, the impact
is on difficulties to detect and localize the damage since we are
dealing with a structurethat sometimesnot just big but also huge
in size. This need is even addedby anotherrequirementto quantify

Time-Domain System
Identifi cation Analysis
(The Eigensystem
Realization Algorithm )

Calculation of Natural
Frequencies of Vibration
(Fourier Transform *
Hanning Window)

Stiffness Matrix of the
Object Structure - [KJ

Natural Frequencieq of
Vibration for Several
Modes

the degree of damage itself. Therefore, as summary we can say
that we need to develop a Non-Destructive Testing method that
both can capture overall strength information of a structure and
also can detect, localize, and quantify the degreeof damage.
As the answer to the need, we are developing such a method
that can meet both the needsand here, we are going to presentthis
to the reader. The framework of this method starts from the utilization of Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDn

Calculation of Eigenvalue
(Natural Frequenciesof
Vibration)

r-'l
det[K- ot'M ]=g

that is used to

capture (ambient) vibration information of a structure from
which, in combination with Time-Domain Systemldentification
Algorithm, strength property information of the structure can be
retracted. Afterwards, remembering that a change in the strength

Damage Detection and
l.ocalization based on MSE

level of a sfiucture resemblesin a change of mode shapeand stiffness matrix, a method based.on Modal Strain Energy (MSE) is

Damage Quantification
(basedon MSE)

utilized that leads us to ability to detect, localize, and quantify the
damage.
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Fig. 1

Framework of Damage Investigation-Analysis
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2.2 The Modal Strain Energy (MSE) and Modat Strain

2. Theories

Energy Change Ratio (MSECR).

2.1 The Time Domain System ldentification Algorithm
Structure's strength and structure's stiffness are inseparable

Structural damageoften causesa loss of stiffnessin one or more
elementsof a structure,but not a loss in the mass.When damage

items that when we are trying to examine the strength part, wq

occurs in the structure, it can be representedas a small change in

always have to obtain the stiffnesspart first. Ambient vibration of

the original systemthat the stiffnessmatrix K,the ith modal eigen-

several designatedpoints of structure is first recordbd. The vibra-

value ho, and the ith mode shapeOj of the damagedsystemcan be

tion of the points follows the ordinary vibration function as the

expressedas:

followins:
LL

Ordinary from:

ノク(′
)十 c,(′)+κ 9(′)=J

(′
)

K d= K * , . I = ' * r = K *

( -1<a,<0) ..... (6)

Eo,Kj

.(1)

7!=A,+Lhi; <Dl=o,+Aa,

....e)

which can be rewritten in state-spaceform as follows:
State- spacefrom:

xQ) = F,x(t) + H,uG)
y(t)=D,x(t)+v(il

where the damage in an element L is expressedas a fractional
"'Q)

change of the elemental stiffness matrix; the superscrrpt d
denotesdamage;d,jrs a coefficientdefining a fractional reduction

where a (r) is the unknown excitation; M, C, and K are mass,
damping, and stiffness matrix respectively; q is the lateral struc-

of theTth elemental stiffness matrix; and L is the total number of
elements in the system.

tural displacement and the dot over it represents degree of
differentiation of q over time. In state-spaceform, x (t), F H and
", ",
D"can be describedmore detail into:

=ト
鳥
ン
場̲い
cl,…
…③

Dc〓 [ち瑠 0″励]

The elemental MSE is defined as the product of the elemental
stiffness matrix and the secondpower of the mode shapecomponent. The MSE of theTth element in ith mode for both before and
after damageoccurrenceis expressedas:

....(g)

MSEij=QlK;Q; USHi=Q!'K,d,

When we are dealing with time history record of ambient vibra-

where MSEij and,MSEd,,are undamaged and damaged MSE of

tion, the recorded data will be discretized by a fixed interval of

the 7th element in ith mode shape,respectively. is the undam{

time so that the continuous-time state-spaceform of equation (2)
can be rewritten in discrete-time form for the kth time step as follows:

aged stiffness of the structure and it is used in both damaged and
undamagedMSE. Considering the caseof un-acknowledgment of
undamaged

x k + r =h o l

B L t o =A x o l w o

lr,=Dxrlvo

stiffness

due

to

missing

proper

early

examination/recordon the structure's strength,the values of K, can
" " (4)

be assumedfrom the damagedstiffnessF since localization of
damageusing MSE is taken on relative basis acrosselementsof

and
* r c,N),
t'
A = e F , N= I
F--o il
rN
fi - -l
eF,'Hdr= F,t(l - I)U,

the structure. MSEijandMSEd,,arethe basis for localizing the damage on structure by calculating the Modal Strain energy Change
''(5)

JO

Ratio (MSECR) as defined below:

Imsel,- MSE,,l
MSECRti=__ffi

...(9)

Eq. (4) and (5) relatesdiscretetime-series(ambient) vibration of
the structure (xoand yn) with matrix Fc in which information about
structure's stiffness (-kftn

is available. Therefore, our aim

Therefore,in examining position of damageusing MSECR,the
damaged eigenvectors Ol are calculated from damaged stiffness

should be to put together time-history (ambient) vibration in such

values I(,

a manner that matrix F, canbe extractedand this is the first step in

Afterwards, we assumevalues of undamagedstiffnessof the struc-

our method of analvsis.

ture K, and continue with calculation of MSECR of each element

which is the result of stage one of analysis.
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どSECR representing
for all inodcs of vibration.The flnal valuc of』
1l modes normalized by the

cach element is the summation of〔

ture upon which an 8.5-meter width of roadway is passing
through. Special attention is given to the middle part of the tunnel
since after preliminary investigation using bare eyes, one can eas-

maximuIIn MSECRvaluc as deflned below:

=ま
¨ブ
撰鞠 … … … ⑩

roof that altogether make it a good "specimen" for our research.

The position of damagebasedon MSECR,value can be local-

cretization of it follows the system pictured in Figure 2. Simply,

ized by pointing out the element (s) having high value of

each wall was divided into 5 elements and the roof was divided

MSECRJ'

into 4 elements

ily find cold joint on the left wall and severalcrack patterns on the
Since the structure is by-nature a 3-dimentional structure, dis-

The location of cold joint in left wall was in the lower boundary
Foregoing is the explanation about the application of MSE for
localizing damageon sffucture in which we do not need exact val-

of section 3 (adjacent to section 2) and the crack patterns on the
roof was mainly existing in section 8 as illustrated in Figure 3.

ues of undamagedstiffness. Nevertheless,in order to quantify the

On site, we recorded ambient vibration of all 13 points at 5000

degree of damage itself, the exact values of undamaged stiffness

Hz samplingratefor 10 minutes. Severalpoints were designatedto

are indispensable that we need to start our NDT investigation by

be points of reference, which were Pl for left wall, P7 for roof, and

taking initiat undamaged (vibration) record of the sffucture' We are

Pl3 for right wall. Then, on site investigation was finished at this

still developing our application program for this purpose and leave

stageand followed by in-house analysisusing our developedappli-

it for the next discussion.

cation program built in Mathematica environment.
4, Analysis and Discussion

3. The Field Investigation
Our recent application of our NDT method was on a tunnel

From all records of (ambient) vibration of all 13 points, we start-

structurelocated in Kyobashi,Ginza, Tokyo. It is a concrete struc-

ed the analysis with both time-domain system identification
analysis to capture the stiffness values of the tunnel and Fourier
transformation (mixed with Hanning window up to 100 degree)of

Roof

the time-history data to capture the frequenciesof vibration of the
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system. For the first goal, we stafted by construction of Hankel
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Fig.2

Discretization of the tunnel
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matrix, which put together all the time-history data. After several
stages of analysis, we could find the matrix F. from which we
could exffact stiffness values d. Afterwards, we calculated the
damaged eigenvalues .i., and eigenvectors @i where the former
were used for verification and the latter were used for damage
localization. Then, we assumedcertain values of undamagedstiffness which are by-nature equal for each element of each tunnel's
segment due to similar design properties and assumption that all
elements were initially good/perfect in condition.
Following it, we continued by calculating the MSECR values of
all elements and the result of it are exhibited in Figure 4. In examining Figure 4, the criterion for determining damagedelements is
Relative MSECR Value that equals to or exceeds 0'8' Applying
this criterion, we can seethat our framework of analysis can localize the bare-eye identified damage elements on the tunnel
consistently. The cold joint line that exists in the lower boundary
of section 3 (close to section 2) in left wall is shown by a tall bar
stemming for section 2 (refer to Figure 4 for Left Wa11).

Fig. 3

Deterioration

of the Tunnel

Moreover. the existence of several crack patterns on the roof is
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丁h e M S E C R V a l u e s o f A ‖
Elements in
Left llVa‖

well shown by tall bars stemming for element number 8 and 8uo
(pleaserefer to Figure 4 for Roof).
Further analysison Figure 4 leadsus to question about the other

Φコ扇＞ 匡ＯШ∽Σ ０２一
堡Φ∝

tall bars stemmingfor elementno. 10 & 12 (for the right wall). Our
previous preliminary bare-eye investigation on the tunnel did not
say anything about damage on those elements but our NDT
investigation has shown somethingin addition and we believe that
these are the elements having hidden damage. In order to have
assuranceabout thesehidden-damagedelements,we have come to
conclusion to complement our NDT

method using Laser

Doppler Vibrometer (LDV) with regular NDT techniquessinceour
NDT method using LDV can capture the aggregate strength
The MSECR Values of A‖
Roof

Elements in

information of a structurewithout having ability to know about the
detail of it. Therefore, as our analysis showed additional information about locations of hidden damage, we should treat this

Φコ扇＞ 匡ＯШ∽Σ Φ２︼
堡 Φ∝

additional information as an input for further test using regular
NDT method.
5. Conclusion
A NDT method utilizing Laser Doppler Vibrometer, TimeDomain System Identification Analysis, and Modal Strain
Energy has been presented.The real application of it on a tunnel
structure has shown promising result which respect to ability to
capture stiffness values of the structure and to detect and localize

丁he MSECtt values Of A‖Elements in
Rightl″all

the damageon it. Moreover, the systemis found able to detect and

809

techniques. Future development of our method will enable us to

≧0 7

quantify the degree of damage.

localize hidden damage as well with complementary need to verify the location of hidden damage by using regular NDT
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